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Our school policies are written with the objective of continuously improving the school
in our aim of realising the school’s vision:
Our Vision
To engage every child in an exciting and meaningful educational experience.
Our School Values
Compassion  Wisdom  Hope  Trust  Forgiveness  Thankfulness

and all our stakeholders are encouraged to reflect upon their learning and their actions

Introduction
“Good teaching makes a difference, excellent teaching transforms lives”
(Alexander 2010).
Effective schools are learning organisations where everyone is improving and
extending their learning skills. The single most important resource any pupil can have
is their teacher. Excellent teaching will stay with the individual throughout his/her life
because it has such an impact on the learning process.
Good teaching generates effective learning. Our Teaching and Learning Policy seeks
to influence and improve the craft of teaching by increasing its impact on every
curriculum policy and behavioural procedure already in place. This policy will ensure
children receive a consistent and inclusive entitlement and influence how the
curriculum is taught. It outlines the good practice expected of all staff but it is not a
definitive or static statement on all pedagogy. The policy itself seeks to encourage
frequent professional debate and discussion among staff and personal reflection by
individuals about their own strategies and teaching styles.
At Frittenden Church of England Primary School we believe in the concept of lifelong learning
and the idea that both adults and children learn new things every day. We maintain that
learning should be a rewarding and enjoyable experience for everyone; it should be fun.
Through our teaching we equip children with the skills, knowledge and understanding
necessary to be able to make informed choices about the important things in their lives. We
believe that appropriate teaching and learning experiences provided both inside and outside
the classroom, help children to lead happy and rewarding lives.
Our Vision
We endeavour to provide a happy, caring and stimulating environment rooted in Christian
values in which every child will flourish. We will realise the potential of every child and instil a
lifelong love of learning. Our approach to teaching and learning will be inclusive, supportive
and innovative and will embrace new education initiatives and leading technology. We will
ensure that our children are aware of the world, in which they live, understand the need to
play an active role within the local and wider community and appreciate the importance of
living a sustainable way of life. In partnership with parents and carers, we will help our
children to build high self-esteem, independence and resilience and to develop the life skills
they need for their future in an ever-changing world.

Our Beliefs
As a school we believe that:
- Children learn well and develop as individuals when they feel safe, secure and happy
- All children can succeed regardless of their starting point, individual or additional needs
- High expectations from the school inspire high aspirations in the child
- A high quality approach to teaching and learning is a pre-requisite for children to succeed
- Recognising, rewarding and celebrating achievement is crucial to building good self-esteem
- Providing extended-curriculum learning opportunities helps to increase self-confidence
- Partnership with parents is vital to developing the child as an individual, raising attainment
and improving children’s “life chances.”
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We will work these beliefs together by:
 providing a safe, secure and stimulating environment in which everyone is aware of
behavioural expectations;
 valuing each child as an individual and respecting their individual rights, values and
beliefs, and expecting the most of them;
 careful planning and assessment in order to maintain high standards and enhance
personal development;
 fostering good relationships and a sense of belonging to the school community;
 working as a team supporting and encouraging one another;
 offering equal opportunities in all aspects of school life and recognising the importance
of different cultures.
Effective learning
Successful learning does not happen in isolation but is a continuous process consisting of
many influences and experiences in and beyond school. We believe that it is the quality,
variety and effectiveness of these experiences that maximise a child’s learning potential. We
acknowledge that people learn in many different ways and we recognize the need to develop
strategies that allow all children to learn in ways that best suit them. We take this in to
account when planning.
We believe that children will learn successfully when:
• They have a positive image of themselves and feel secure and involved in their learning;
• They have high expectations of what they can achieve and their emotional, physical and
learning needs are considered;
• They have equality of opportunity to gain full access to the curriculum because tasks are
matched to their needs, age and abilities;
• They understand the nature and relevance of the task and what is required of them;
• There is a calm but busy working environment with well-established routines;
• They receive appropriate and sufficient praise and encouragement;
• Their views are sought and respected, and there is mutual respect between children and
adults;
• They are given opportunities to extend and apply their skills and knowledge through
problem solving and real life experiences; developing new skills and selecting manipulative
independently to meet their needs
• Their learning experiences build on prior knowledge and skills;
• They are able to develop personal and social skills both through their learning and in cooperation with others; and they are encouraged to take risks where appropriate and learn
from their mistakes.
We offer opportunities for children to learn in different ways.
These include:
Investigation and problem solving to provide breadth and depth and giving pupils scope to be
independent; researching and finding out; group/ paired and whole class work; asking and
answering questions; modelling, instructing and explaining by either child or teacher; use of
computers; fieldwork, educational trips and residential visits to places which enhance
children’s learning; creative and cross-curricular activities; using interactive online resources ;
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debates, role-plays and oral presentations; designing and making things; opportunities for
outdoor learning and participation in athletic or physical activity.

We encourage children to take responsibility for their own learning, to be involved as far as
possible in reviewing the way they learn, and to reflect on how they learn – what helps them
learn and what makes it difficult for them to learn. Opportunities for cross curricular learning
sought whenever possible to enable children to make links in their learning and see the
bigger picture.
Effective teaching
When teaching we focus on motivating the children in a fun and innovative way, building on
their skills, knowledge and understanding of the curriculum. Class teachers follow a set of
non-negotiable values which provide guidance to promote effective teaching. We believe that
all lessons should be: challenging, collaborative, engaging, meaningful and progressive, with
opportunities for assessment for learning.
Where possible we take a topic based cross-curricular approach to guide our teaching.
Teacher’s set out the aims, objectives and details of what is to be taught to each mixed age
class. Long term planning takes into account mixed age ranges and different abilities; and
builds upon existing knowledge and understanding, whilst considering the children’s
interests. We have high expectations of all children, and we believe that their work here is of
the highest possible standard.
Targets, Assessment and Planning
We set academic targets for the children in each academic year and we share these targets
with children and their parents termly. We review the progress of each child on a regular
basis and a written record of achievement is sent home once a year.
We plan our lessons with clear learning objectives which we refer to as the Learning Target
and specific success criteria. We take these objectives from the new National Curriculum
produced in 2014. Our lesson plans contain information about the tasks to be set, the
resources needed, and the way we assess the children’s work. We evaluate all lessons so
that we can modify and improve our teaching in the future. Assessment for learning and
marking for improvement opportunities are sought during all lessons. We use Assessment for
Learning; highlighting achievements and identifying next steps in line with the Marking Policy.
Achievements will be highlighted in ‘green for go’, teachers are to comment on why these
have been highlighted. The next step will be highlighted in ‘pink for think’, the next step may
include a further challenging question where the child needs to apply the skills learnt, a
question/calculation for the child to check/correct or even a further question to extend their
thinking.
Presentation
We encourage children to take pride in their work and so to that end we provide the children
with new books at the start of each academic year. Each book will have the appropriate
subject label on the front with the child’s name neatly written or typed. All books apart from
Art/ DT should have a plastic cover.
 Children should always respond to marking and then underline the last piece of work.
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Wasting space in books will not be tolerated and new books will not be issued until
gaps are filled
Children should be encouraged at all times to write neatly and present their work
clearly to the best possible standard taking pride in their work;
A cursive handwriting style is expected;
The date will be written in full on the top line from the left hand margin and it should
always be underlined. The short date will only be used in Maths.
The learning target should then be written on the next line, starting at the left hand
margin (this may be stuck in for younger children). This should be underlined.
Any drawings to go alongside work should be drawn in pencil and if needed coloured
using pencil colours, felt tips must not be used.
Any paper that might need sticking in should be trimmed and stuck in neatly.
In maths books children are expected to put numbers neatly in the squares and use a
ruler at all times.
If a child makes a mistake in their work, they should either rub it out carefully or simply
put a line through the mistake with a pencil and ruler. Scribbling out mistakes is not
acceptable.
Children are not permitted to draw/scribble on the front or back of their books under
any circumstances.
Children in Year 5 and 6 have the opportunity to write in washable blue ink fountain or
handwriting pen. This work should be clear and precise.
During the summer term, children in Year 4 will have the opportunity to write in pen if
they have demonstrated a high standard of work throughout the year and earn a pen
licence. All diagrams, drawings and lines must be in pencil. Tippex and ‘Inky Stinky
Pens’ are not permitted.
During the lessons, children are also given opportunities to use brain gym exercises to
revive their thinking styles.
All pupils have access to fresh water in the classrooms and they are encouraged to
take regular ‘water breaks’ for refreshment.

This guidance should be regularly shared with the children. In Key Stage 2 children should
undertake regular child led book scrutinies to set targets for presentation.
Planning for the Foundation Stage
The curriculum that we teach in the Foundation Class meets the requirements set out in the
‘Statutory Framework for the Early Years Foundation Stage’. It:





Builds on what our children already know and can do;
Ensures that no child is excluded or disadvantaged;
Offers a structure for learning that has a range of starting points, content that matches
the needs of young children and activity that provides opportunities for learning both
indoors and outdoors; and
Provides a rich and stimulating environment.

Our curriculum planning focuses on the Early Learning Goals and on developing children’s
skills and experiences as set out in the Early Years Policy. Play underpins the delivery of all
of the EYFS and therefore daily observations of children inform our future planning, taking
account of their needs and interests. This includes ensuring children have opportunities for
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‘playing and exploring’, ‘active learning’ and ‘creating and thinking critically’. The Foundation
Stage Curriculum is organised into seven areas of learning with a balance of child initiated
and adult led play based activities. Three of the areas are particularly crucial for igniting
children’s curiosity and enthusiasm for learning. These three areas are called the ‘Prime’
areas and are: Communication and Language, Physical Development and Personal and
Social Development
Children are also supported in the four other specific areas, through which the three prime
areas are strengthened and applied. These are: Literacy, Mathematics, Understanding the
World and Expressive arts and Design.
For further details please see the Foundation Stage Policy.
Medium and Long Term Planning
All medium and long term planning have been updated to reflect the new national curriculum
and class teachers/subject co-ordinators should ensure that the coverage is as expected and
uploaded on the school portal ready for the start of the new academic year or new term.
Termly topic plans should be written in the agreed format and published on the school
website. They should encompass our creative curriculum and include provision for outdoor
learning.
Weekly Plans
 Weekly Planning is expected and ‘This Weeks Learning’ overview must be loaded on
to the website for the beginning of each week
 Should identify the children’s starting point, i.e. knowledge from previous learning
 Will identify focus groups and who is working with the group. (CT and TA should
rotate)
 Display clear and concise learning objectives
 Activities designed to meet the LT
 Success Criteria
 Subject specific vocabulary to be used
 Special resources
 Indications of differentiation
 Assessment details for individuals, groups or whole class post it notes
 Marking 4 Improvement
 Opportunities for outdoor learning
Maths and English plans are to be uploaded to the school portal and copies given to TAs at
the start of the week.
Preparation of the classroom
The room should be ready for the children to start as soon as they enter with all the
resources available. This includes: 




Moving furniture into an appropriate arrangement
Placing sufficient resources in accessible places;
Prepare work on the Interactive Whiteboard and consider the use of ICT;
Sorting exercise books into differentiated group piles;
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Photocopying appropriate resources, planned to extend pupils’ learning;
Regular liaison takes place between the CT and TA. Daily planning identifies where
the TA is to be working and TAs are given a copy of the lesson plans.

Introduction
 Use the 5 R’s Rehearse, Revisit, Recap, Read and Reason.
 Make the learning target and the success criteria clear to the children; it should also
be written on the whiteboard in child friendly language.
 Maintain a brisk pace
 Provide a range of collaborative oral and mental activities
 Prepare a good range of open and closed questions
 Have strategies for ensuring all children participate fully. This includes catering for
different learning styles and abilities.
Main teaching activity
 Ensure that every lesson contains new learning.
 Use and apply concepts and skills.
 Maintain pace by ensuring all children are motivated and on task.
 Give children clear expectations of output and how long they have to complete the
task.
 Children will either work independently or in small groups with the teacher focused on
one group.
 Opportunities are provided for the children to take part in ‘outdoor learning’ on a
regular basis.
 The TA timetabled to another group and the remaining groups working independently
as far as possible.
Plenary session
 Mini plenaries should also be encouraged throughout the lessons to offer further
guidance, extension or rectify misconceptions.
 Final plenary sessions could look at what has been taught and what has been learned
or it could give opportunities for further extension and/or application of learning.
 Children will share their learning with the class, both their successes and their
problems.
 Where appropriate give Home Learning tasks to extend, enrich and consolidate
learning.
After the lesson
 All work not seen during the lesson should be marked afterwards; following the
school’s marking policy and the assessment for learning guidance.
 Work should be assessed as part of the planning cycle for the next lesson.
 Re-sort groupings if necessary.
 Evaluate the level at which the work was pitched.

Provision of Home Learning
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From September 2014 Home Learning activities will follow the programme below:
Reception: reading / sharing of books daily and tasks relevant to current learning in class.
Years 1 – 6: English, Maths and spellings. Sometimes science or topic might take the place
of English.
Children will receive their home learning tasks weekly on a Friday. The completed tasks
should be returned to school the following week by Wednesday. If returned after Wednesday
the book will not be marked.
The DFE recommended time for children to spend on Home Learning is as follows:
Year R
Years 1 and 2
Years 3 and 4
Years 5 and 6

(10 minutes per day)
Up to 1 hour a week (in total)
Up to 1½ hours a week
Up to 2½ hours a week

Any difficulties with homework should be noted by the parent on the home learning sheet or
discussed with the class teacher. Children should not exceed the expected completion times
by more than a few minutes.
Role of theTeaching Assistant:
All our teaching assistants and other adult helpers have a wide range of skills which are used
as effectively as possible to enhance the learning and enjoyment of the children.
Occasionally Teaching Assistants cover lessons which have been planned by the class
teacher. Our adult helpers also assist with the preparation and storage of classroom
equipment.
To support teaching, we expect Teaching Assistants to:











Be prepared to contribute to the creation and delivery of the provision map
Be prepared to contribute ideas if planning with the Class Teacher;
Be aware of learning targets and what role they will play in each lesson;
Be prepared to work with class, group or individual children as directed by CT;
Be willing to prepare resources needed for lessons;
Make observations (written or informal) that will inform Class Teacher of needs
and progress of children;
Give feedback to pupils that they have worked with within a lesson.
Support the Class Teacher in his/her role.
Ensure that they do not disrupt the teaching during teacher input, e.g. children
should be directed to the carpet and swiftly and quietly dealt with if distracting
others.
Support the class teacher and up hold any decisions that they make.

The Learning Environment
A classroom which enhances and promotes good teaching and high quality learning needs to
be managed. The class teacher is the manager, and the responsibility for all aspects of
classroom management rests squarely with the teacher. The teacher should be proud of their
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classroom and ensure that it is an attractive learning environment at all times. Displays
should be changed at least once a term, to ensure that the classroom reflects the topics
studied by the children. All children should have the opportunity to celebrate their
achievements by the teacher displaying their work throughout the year and also by displaying
excellent work around the school to reflect high expectations. We believe that a stimulating
environment sets the climate for effective learning, and an exciting classroom promotes
independence and high-quality work by the children.
Every classroom is equipped with a wide range of resources covering all curriculum areas. All
classes use the interactive whiteboard daily to enhance teaching and learning.
All classrooms should have working walls for English, including Grammar, Punctuation and
Spelling and Mathematics. There should be resources readily available and useful prompts
for the children to refer to which are relevant.
Formal Lesson Observations
As part of the performance management cycle, teaching and learning will be observed
throughout the year. The Headteacher will carry out regular observations during the
year. The amount and type of observation will depend on the individual circumstances
of the teacher and the overall needs of the school. In addition to formal observation the
Headteacher and other leaders may ‘drop in’ in order to evaluate the standards of
teaching and learning and to check the high standards of professional performance are
established and maintained. It is expected that all teaching is ‘Good’ or better and
where possible outstanding. Judgements will be raised on monitoring a range of
evidence, to include observations, data and work scrutiny.
Where teachers are judged as ‘requires improvement’, teachers will agree steps for
improvement and extra support will be given. For further information please see the Appraisal
and Capability policy.
All our teachers reflect on their strengths and weaknesses and plan their professional
development needs accordingly. We do all we can to support our teachers in developing
their skills, so that they can continually improve their practice. Teachers take responsibility for
their own CPD and should use CPD online to search for relevant course/training identified
through their Performance Management or linked to the School Improvement Plan. All
training courses must be approved by the Headteacher and once they have been confirmed
details should be forwarded to the school office.
Safety and Behaviour
Each of our teachers makes a special effort to establish good working relationships with all
children in the class. We treat the children with kindness and respect. We treat them fairly
and give them equal opportunity to take part in class activities. All our teachers follow the
school policy with regard to discipline and classroom management. We set and agree with
children class and school rules. We expect all children to comply with these rules that we
jointly devise to promote the best learning opportunities for all. We praise children for their
efforts and, by so doing, we help to build positive attitudes towards school and learning in
general. We insist on good order and behaviour at all times. When children misbehave we
follow the guidelines for sanctions as outlined in our ‘Good to Be Green, Super to Be Silver’
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school behaviour policy. We conduct all our teaching in an atmosphere of trust and respect
for all.
We ensure that all tasks and activities that the children do are safe. When we plan to take
children out of school, we first complete a risk assessment which is signed by the
Educational Visits Co-ordinator, then inform parents and obtain their permission.
Roles and Responsibilities
The role of Parents
We believe that parents have a fundamental role to play in helping children to learn.
We do all we can to inform parents about what and how their children are learning by:
 Holding parents’ evenings to explain our school strategies.
 Meeting parents and sharing reports in which we explain the progress made by each
child and indicate how the child can improve further;
 Explaining to parents how they can support their children with home learning.
We believe that parents have the responsibility to support their children and the
school in implementing school policies. We would like parents to:








Ensure that their child has the best attendance record possible;
Do their best to keep their child healthy and fit to attend school;
Inform school if there are matters outside of school that are likely to affect a child’s
performance or behaviour at school;
Promote a positive attitude towards school and learning in general;
Fulfil the requirements set out in the home/school agreement;
Ensure that their child is equipped for school with the correct uniform and PE kit;
Provide a suitable setting and adequate time and support for home learning to take
place.

The role of Children
Children will be encouraged to be increasingly responsible for completion of home learning
as they get older by being well organised, and prompt in the return of completed tasks. They
will also be expected take pride in a high standard of content and presentation, and make full
use of all available opportunities open to them.









Have high expectations in all aspects of school life;
Attending school regularly and punctually;
Being punctual throughout the day and ready to begin lessons on time;
Being organised, bringing necessary kit, taking letters home promptly, returning
homework and books;
Conducting themselves in an orderly manner in line with the school’s behaviour
policy;
Working co-operatively in pairs or groups;
Developing their skills of working independently and collaboratively;
Valuing other children’s work and opinions;
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Taking a growing responsibility for their actions and their own learning, including
understanding how well they are doing and how they can improve
Accepting and carrying out allocated duties to the best of their ability.
Looking smart in their uniform.

The role of Teaching Staff





Teaching staff will provide a range of home learning tasks in line with the policy, to
extend and consolidate pupil learning in class.
Ensure pupils have a clear understanding of expectations.
Communicate with parents, keeping them informed of pupil progress, pupil targets,
current themes of learning and ways in which they can support their child.
Ensure home learning is marked and children and parents receive brief feedback.

The role of the Headteacher


The Headteacher will monitor the effectiveness of the policy and how it is
implemented.

The role of Governors






Support the use of appropriate teaching strategies by allocating resources effectively;
Ensure that the school buildings and premises are best used to support successful
teaching and learning;
Monitor teaching strategies in the light of health and safety regulations;
Monitor how effective teaching and learning strategies are in terms of raising pupil
attainment;
Ensure that staff development and performance management policies promote good
quality teaching.
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